. In-vs. Out-Strength comparison. In the OHAs case, the UK is not so central compared to Germany or Spain which become even more central in the network after the removal of UK. In the PHAs case we observe that those registries usually associated to the presence of exchange platforms for trading allowances become very central after the removal of the UK and the proportional reassignment of its links.
Fig S1 exhibits some examples about the relationships between centrality measures under different scenarios. To simply represent the centrality direction of the transfers we plot, in particular, the in-strength vs. the out-strength of each registry node. The relationship is almost linear and many registries basically cancel out their inflows with a similar amount of outflows. The first plot on the top-left position (plot a) considers all types of transactions during Phase II: the two nodes that gain more from the removal of the UK are France and Germany. This result is also supported by the Trade case (plot b in the top-right of the figure) where France, Germany together with Denmark and the Netherlands reach more central positions in the network once the UK is removed. Finally, plots in the bottom-panel show these relationships for only OHAs (plot c) or only PHAs (plot d). In the OHAs case, the UK is not so central compared to Germany or Spain which become even more central in the network after the removal of UK. In the PHAs case we observe that those registries usually associated to the presence of exchange platforms for trading allowances become very central after the removal of the UK and the proportional reassignment of its links.
